During the school closure, here are some recommendations for your Traffic Safety Student to work on:

**Classroom** - Students can continue to work on classroom assignments per your Traffic Safety Instructor. Assignment can be turned in once the Traffic Safety Classes resume.

**On-Street** – Below are some recommendations that parents can practice with their Traffic Safety student at home during the school closure.

**Pre-Drive:**
*Checking around the vehicle, starting and securing the vehicle, braking, pulling to and from the curb, hand-over-hand steering, backing in a straight line, right and left turns, accelerating and braking, observation and alertness

**Lane Control/Residential Drive:**
*Lane control, following distance, controlled stop, angle/perpendicular parking, parking up/down a hill, being aware of various pavement/roadway markings, observation and alertness

**Local/Light City Drive:**
*Traffic control signs and signals, speed control, steering control and lane position, looking and planning ahead, braking, observation and alertness

**Hills/Rural Drive:**
*Y & U-Turns, braking technique, following distance, steering control, lane changes without traffic, observation and alertness

**Open Highway Drive:**
*Following distance, braking technique, lane control and position, lane selection, lane changes with traffic, speed control, parallel parking, observation and alertness

**Heavy City Drive:**
*One-way streets, pavement/signal controls, interacting with traffic, parking, shared turn lane, intersections, observation and alertness

**Freeway Drive:**
*Entering/Exiting freeway, interchanges (cloverleaf/diamond), speed and control, freeway lane changes, space cushion, observation and alertness

**Parking:**
*Parallel/angle/perpendicular parking, emergency situations, observation and alertness